
JB'S ADULTS AND KIDS MERCERISED WORK
CARGO PANT

6MP

Perfect Fit

Details Sizing
KIDS 4 6 8 10 12

WAIST 56 58 60 64 68

INNER LEG 45 52 58 63 68

WAIST
STRETCHED

66 68 70 74 78

STOUT 87 92 97 102 107 112 117 122 127 132

INNER
LEG

71 73 75 78 80 81 81.5 82 82.5 83

REGULAR 67 72 77 82 87 92 97 102 107 112

INNER LEG 69 72 75 78 80 83 84 85 86.5 88

Black (UPF

50+)

Navy (UPF

50+)

Navy (Kids 4-

12 | UPF 50+)

Available Colours:

Classic fit
100% Cotton for 100% comfort
310gsm mercerised double preshrunk drill
Complies with Standard AS 4399:2020 for UPF Protection (UPF

50+)



POCKET BAG: Polyester/Cotton
Cargo pockets on both legs with flaps, Hook-Pile Tape closure and

webbing pulls



Two front slant pockets, one front welt pocket, and two back welt

pockets with flap and Hook-Pile Tape closure



Constructed waist with belt loops and YKK zipper
2 needle lap seamed for improved durability
All pressure points bar tacked for extra strength and durability
65% polyester for durability 35% cotton for comfort (KIDS)
240gsm twill fabric (KIDS)
Pant with knee patch (KIDS)
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